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Project Twin Streams – Walk and Cycleways

Introduction
Project Twin Steams (PTS) is the biggest sustainable
catchment project ever undertaken in New Zealand.
Since it started in 2003 it has developed into an
innovative multi-faceted project that focuses on
achieving long-term sustainable management of the
Henderson Creek and Huruhuru Creek catchments in
West Auckland.
This project weaves together the issues of integrated
stormwater management and the restoration of
streambanks along the Oratia, Waikumete, Opanuku,
Pixie and Swanson Streams, with an approach that puts
people at the centre of the thinking and action. It seeks
to work in ways that achieve wider environmental,
social, cultural and economic outcomes.

PTS was funded by Auckland Regional Council (ARC)
and delivered by Waitakere City Council (WCC) in
partnership with the local communities. It is now
delivered by the Infrastructure and Environmental
Services department of the Auckland Council.
There are three key segments to PTS funded by the
original Infrastructure Auckland grant:
• Restoration of 56 km of streambanks.
• Purchasing and removal of properties in the flood plain.
• Construction of 9.6 km network of walk/cycleways.
This document captures the story of the walk/cycleways.

Project Background
Project Twin Streams was always seen within the context of the former
Waitakere City’s Eco City philosophy. Thus the strategic direction of
the project was to create a sustainable catchment. As well as restoring
the streams, therefore, a parallel process of installing walk and cycleways
added connections, amenity and health outcomes, all complementary
aspects of the strategic plan. Planning in consultation with local
communities helped develop ownership and raised consciousness about
different ways of getting about the city, enabled people to enjoy the
riparian planting by opening up previously hidden areas and contributed
to a sense of pride and identity.
A network of walk/cycleways was planned and constructed along some
of the Project Twin Streams streambanks to utilise the corridors acquired
as riparian margins for flood protection and to enable people to become
more connected with their local waterways.
The network provides:
• Linked transport routes which connect town centres,
schools and places of work as an alternative to using cars.
• Better access to streams and the natural environment.
• Amenity and learning in the form of art works depicting local
flora, fauna and cultural stories.
• Educational signs and demonstration areas.
The three metre wide paths offer ample and safe space for dual use
for walking and cycling by individuals and groups. They are decorated
with tiled artwork, community art installations, information panels and
examples of sustainable products such as permeable paving and solar
lighting which make an attractive and informative option for recreation
and transport.
During the consultation phase with local communities a desire for local
themes and ideas to make the cycleways specific to each area emerged.

Funding
An initial grant of $5.7m was obtained from Infrastructure
Auckland (IA). However, detailed design work showed
the $5.7m IA grant would only fund 50 per cent of the
budget required. At that point in 2007, a window of
opportunity for further funding existed with the New
Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) as the organisation
had a focus on commuter routes. NZTA provided
additional funding of $4.6m.
The NZTA funding required improving the design
specifications to enable the walk/cycleway to be used
for commuter routes and better connections with
public transport. This required the paths to be wider
in order to allow a range of users to safely use the
pathways and for lighting to be provided.

Safety concerns had been expressed by local parents
in the Henderson area about children cycling on-road
and with a number of primary schools in the Millbrook
Road vicinity the decision was taken to ensure safe
maximum usage. This increased the budget by $600,000.
Due to budget constraints and lack of co-operation
from several property owners, elements of the initial
design were not able to be delivered. One of these
was the connection to the Glen Eden Railway station.
This would have required access through the
Glen Eden Rugby Club who requested extensive
upgrades - estimated at $600,000 – to their club
facilities as compensation. This compensation was
outside the budget.
As a policy decision had been made at the outset that
no land or property would be compulsorily purchased
for the project an alternative route to allow connection
to the train station was not possible.
The final budget was $10.6m out of an overall budget
of $11.2m.

Design Parameters
Austroads Part 14, Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice, Bicycles
•
•
•
•

Main routes 3m wide, links 2.5m wide
25km/hr design speed
30m min. horizontal radii
4 per cent max. gradients

All concept designs and plans were subject to review by an external
advisory panel.

Consents
Obtaining the appropriate consents from both the
former Auckland Regional Council and the former
Waitakere City Council was an extensive exercise.

Although each of these individual structures needed
a consent the project team aimed to do one consent
application per link.

Resource consents were required for:
• stormwater discharge consent for the pathways,
• earthworks,
• working in the stream environment,
• drilling streambank.

Extensive mapping of the flood plain was required
as part of the consents process. This ensured that
the effects of adding physical structures into the
streams – across a range of water volumes – were
fully understood. The results of the updated mapping
required design changes to many of the structures.

Building consents were required for:
• five bridges,
• 11 board walks,
• five retaining walls.

Key Features
1. Oratia – 1.6 km
Connection to Sunnyvale Station

2. Lower Opanuku – 2.9 km
Complex structures

3. Lower Waikumete – 0.6 km
Seymour Road wetland

4. Millbrook Road – 1.4 km
On-road became off-road

5. Upper Waikumete – 0.8 km
Property purchases

6. Upper Opanuku – 1.9 km
Henderson Green

Lighting
Initially it was planned to have the walk/cycleways
used during daylight hours only for safety reasons.
As later funding from ATA required all areas to be
fully lit, a range of options were considered.
Solar lighting was the preferred option but was
too expensive for the entire network. There were,
initially, a number of demonstration sites. The
project undertook an innovative approach to the
lighting design whereby the lighting suppliers and
manufacturers worked together on the design
using LED lights.
The network of walk/cycleways is the biggest LED
project in New Zealand.

Artworks
The project has a strong art component which aims
to reflect the individual local cultural, social and
environmental stories of each area.
There were two stands created, commisioned public
art and community artworks, produced in response to
community engagement with Project Twin Streams
events.
The art budget was $380,000 which included all
required consents, engineering and construction.
Artworks include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

This ceramic tile insert was one of several works designed and created by Thomas Barter depicting native flora and fauna.

Project Twin Streams stainless steel logos,
ceramic tiles,
waharoa/cultural marker,
anemometers (kinetic wind measuring sculptures),
bridge text panels,
community seating.

Graeme Gash, a Waitakere Arts Laureate, designed and created the steel logo which was inserted into the cycleway.

Ceramic tiles representing the story of Panuku’s capture.

The tiles were the work of Thomas Barter and Sunnah Thompson of Te Kawerau a Maki.

This ceramic tile is by Peter Lange and Thomas Barter.

A ceramic tile representing New Lynn’s Crown Lynn heritage.

This stainless steel and kauri waharoa is by Sunnah Thompson.

This cultural marker was the first public art commission for Te Kawerau a Maki artist Te Ronga Kirkwood.

One of five anemometers installed on the cycleway, this kinetic sculpture by Daniel Blanshard serves to measure wind and animate the space around it.

Poet Serie Barford attended Project Twin Streams planting days and events and translated what she heard into a series of text panels.

Each text panel is derived from Serie’s observations at local events.

The community sites created provides a multi-purpose space for rest and play.

The graphic elements of the seat-backs in the respective sites reflect the different waves of immigration to the area in the form of taro leaves, apples and grapes.

Challenges
Working with a Pre-determined Route
As the main focus of Project Twin Streams was the
reclamation of the 100 year flood plain with the
reinstatement of landscaping after houses had been
removed most of the routes available for the walk/
cycleway network were pre-determined. In some
cases, the routing was not ideal and led to design
and construction challenges.
Resistance from some Property Owners
Two property owners on the Upper Opanuku stream
section would not sell the segment of their properties
which would have allowed a continuous walk/cycleway
along the stream. As there had been a policy decision
that there would be no compulsory purchases, this
required the cycleway, in one section, to move away
from the stream and be constructed alongside the road.

Asset Management
Deciding which Council department would own, and
consequently have responsibility for the repair and
maintenance of the pathways, before construction
commenced would have been helpful. Different Council
departments have varying requirements regarding as
built information. Construction contracts define what
design, engineering, construction and maintenance
information is needed. Transfer of ownership of the
walk/cycleways from the Transport Department to the
Parks Department was complicated due to the differing
requirements outlined above.
Recording Design Additions
During the land acquisition process, agreements were
made with property owners who were selling their
properties to the project with regard to items such as
commemorative plaques. Although these provisions
were incorporated into sale and purchase agreements,
in some cases the information was not passed on to
the design/build team.

Awards
2010 Illuminating Engineering Society
• Lighting Design Award
2010 Royal Astronomical Society of NZ (RASNZ)
• Dark Sky Award for Lighting
2009 NZTA and Living Streets Aotearoa Golden Foot Award
• Best Practice Walking Facility
2009 Cycling Advocate Network (CAN) Avanti Award
• Best Cycle Facility

www.projecttwinstreams.com

